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PROPERTY TAX UPDATE

ESCAMBIA AND SANTA

ROSA COUNTIES

Saturday April 21, 2007

Speakers: Chris Jones and Greg Brown

Institute for Human and Machine Cognition  

40 S . Alcaniz Street

 coffee at 9:00 am, 9:30 am program

E
scambia County Property

Appraiser Chris Jones and

Santa Rosa Property Appraiser

Greg Brown will be the featured speakers

at our monthly meeting on April 21, at

IHMC, 40 South Alcaniz Street.  The

dramatic increases in property taxes,

along with some legislative proposals to

eliminate these taxes altogether, make this topic a hot issue

for consideration.  These two speakers will be able to

explain their roles in assessing property, and, hopefully,

changes under consideration in the current Legislative

session.

Please join us for this timely program.

The following brief overview of LWVF Program will

help you understand the positions that have resulted from

studies and consensus in our organization. 

Statement of Finance & Taxation Policy
 Positions for the 2007 Legislative session

League Canons of Sound Taxation 

# Equity of taxation according to ability to pay

# Adequacy of revenue

# Stability, flexibility, elasticity

# Administration, compliance, efficiency

# Consistency with economic, environmental, social

and other goals

The League believes that the state of Florida has an

infrastructure deficit and that state service levels and the

quality of life are declining.  We assert that sufficient state

taxes should be levied to begin the process of achieving

these goals.  We maintain that the state’s primary

reliance on sales taxes as a source of revenue is

regressive in nature and that the state needs to re-

examine its many sales tax exemptions (excluding food

and medicine) legislated to date.

At the local level, the League believes that local

governments should have available a variety of options

for generating revenue to meet local needs; and that

formulas for state revenue sharing should take into

consideration population and local revenue bases.

The League’s overall position on Florida’s

finance and taxation system is based on two

overriding principles:  (1) The state’s taxation system

should be equitable, i.e., it should not

unfairly  burden part of the

population; and (2) The taxation

system should result in sufficient

revenues to adequately respond to the

people’s needs.

The need for an equitable tax

structure has led the League to

take the following positions:

G Support review of all sales tax exemptions & super-

majority of both houses to re-enact

G Oppose the homestead tax exemption and increases

to it

G Support changing the homestead tax exemption into

a three-level graduated tax

G Oppose casino gambling and state lottery

G Oppose increases in sales taxes

G Support state personal income tax

G Support state corporate income tax

G Support for property tax relief when taxes on

housing exceed a set percentage of income

The need for the tax system to bring in sufficient

revenues to meet people’s needs has led the League to

take the following positions:

G Support of long range planning and projections on

budget needs

G Support creation of a statewide Tax Reform

Commission

G Support adequate funding of programs to meet

people’s needs

G Capture taxes on remote sales through internet

commerce

Continued on page 4 -  Tax..

League Overall Position: 

Support a state fiscal

structure that is equitable in

its distribution of the tax

responsibility and

responsive to public needs.
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Message from Co-Presidents

A
s blossoms burst with springtime,

so do League activities.  Your Co-

Presidents made statements at the

last meeting of Pensacola City Council, urging

them to review and propose amendments to the

City Charter’s section on referendum elections.

After dubious comments from some Council

members, there was unanimous agreement to meet

with the League representatives to consider our

proposals concerning:

G verification of signatures on petitions

G time for determining number of registered

voters

G dates of City elections

The League considers the Council action to be

positive and is willing to continue our efforts to

bring the Charter into compliance with Florida

statutes.

The question of funding public transportation

has once again become a hot issue with the

Escambia County Commission.  Years ago, our

local League studied various aspects of mass

transportation and concluded mass transportation

is a vital function of local government.  Sharon

Barnett presented a formal statement to the

Commission last week and identified the specifics

of our consensus study. Please refer to Local

Program positions for details.

While the Florida Legislature is in session, we

receive numerous Times for Action from LWVF.

As bills are considered in various committees in

both the House and Senate, it is critical that

members respond to requests from our lobbyist.

Please keep in mind that the special interest of the

League is good government.  You are urged to

continue to respond to issues of concern to the

League.

Please be reminded that the Annual Meeting

will be held on June 2.  The May Voter will

include Board-recommended  Bylaws changes, the

proposed budget and program items plus the

report of the nominating committee.  Your Board

is hard at work to make our League a “Voice for

Citizens and a Force for Change.”

Janet deLorge, 478-2581 

& Sharon Barnett, 469-9335

Local Action:
LWVPBA Speaks in Support of
 Adequate Funding for ECAT

C
o-President, Sharon Barnett gave the following

testimony at a recent Escambia County Commission

meeting: 

Good afternoon, Commissioners.  My name is Sharon Barnett.

 I am one of the Co-Presidents of the

League of Women Voters of the

Pensacola Bay Area, and I speak on

behalf of our organization.  The

League appreciates the opportunity

to speak this afternoon.

Every type of transportation is

subsidized by government.  The only

issue is at what level, and to what

degree,  government should

subsidize the various types of

transportation.  

The League is concerned that

Escambia County is considering reducing funding for the County's

public transportation system ( "ECAT" ).  Our concerns stem from

a study we conducted several years ago concerning mass

transportation  in which we found and concluded the following:

a)  Mass transit is necessary because of increasing energy

costs, as well as the economic conditions that prevail in this

area of the State;

b)  Significant efforts should be made to serve all segments of

the community with mass transit;

c)  Public funding for mass transportation should be

accomplished through a mass transportation taxing authority,

approved by the voters, or by other sources of alternate

funding.

A high percentage of persons living in Escambia County are

at or near the poverty level.  Thus, it is incumbent on the

leadership of this County to recognize that public transportation

is a necessity for a substantial segment of our population.  At a

time when public facilities are being handsomely upgraded and

expanded, including this Courthouse, it is insensitive and short-

sighted to discuss reducing or possibly eliminating public

transportation for many who have no other viable transportation

option.

As elected officials, you reflect the ability of people to act in

common, through government, to remedy and solve problems.

The League urges you to solve this problem by allocating funds,

or finding a funding source, that will provide the local share of

monies to match the federal and state dollars that are available to

this County for public transportation.

Thank you.
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Report on Municipal 
Government Structure

O
n March 17, John Peacock, Certified

Financial Planner with Edward Jones,

spoke enthusiastically about the

advantages of a strong mayor form of municipal

government for the City of Pensacola.  He pointed to

the advantage of having someone in a leadership

position who can make decisions, handle problems

and provide a vision for the future of our

community.  He compared the strong mayor system

to a company with a strong corporate officer who

makes decisions and

responds to his board.

Peacock emphasized

the difficulty of getting

anything done under the

current council-manager

system which requires

consensus of the ten

member council before

actions can be taken.  No

one is charged with taking

the leadership role.  The present structure does not

promote or provide a vision for the City.  Although

there are many important issues facing Pensacola,

our present council-manager system prohibits an

individual from “taking the ball and running with

it.”

Joe Riley, mayor of Charleston, S.C., was cited

as a strong mayor, who has been successful in

transforming Charleston into a vibrant municipality.

According to Peacock, it is the  strong mayor system

that has been largely responsible for his success.

Peacock concluded that although consolidation of

many municipal and county services seems to be the

ultimate answer, a

strong mayor system

in  Pensaco la  is

needed to move the

City forward in the

immediate future.

On March 24,

Jerry M aygarden,

f o r m e r  C i t y

Councilman, Mayor,

l e g i s l a t o r ,  a n d

S a c r e d  H e a r t

Foundation founder, presented his rationale for

retaining the present council-manager form of

municipal government in Pensacola. He reminded

the audience that the strong mayor form lost favor in the last

century because of corruption, and the council-manager form

requires that the elected officials work together to solve

problems.  He does not favor local government decision-making

on a fast track; rather it should be deliberative and limited.

Maygarden observed that, having both genders and a variety

of ethnic and racial  representatives on the City Council, provides

for inclusion of our community and allows all voices to be heard.

He maintained that progress is being made in Pensacola with the

emergence of the waterfront, emphasis on preservation, cultural

awakening, commercial re-formation and the new colonization

of downtown.

Lively, thought-provoking questions followed each present-

ation.  Although the League does not have a position on this

topic, the information from Mr. Peacock and Mr. Maygarden

should help League members who live in the City to make

informed decisions on the future of Pensacola.

Effective March 15, 2007, the LWV monthly telecast of General

League meetings on WUWF-TV will be:

1  and 3  Thursday afternoons  at 1:00 pmst rd

2  and 4  Tuesday evenings at 6:00 pm.nd th

WCOA radio will broadcast both March forums, back to back,

Sunday April 8 at 8:10am.

Calendar
April

5 Thursday, 4:00 pm Azalea Trace, Terrace I, Education Committee

will begin research on retention of third graders. Speaker  Malcom

Thomas.  Contact Barbara Goggins,  478-2953  

 General Meeting at IHMC

Saturday, April 21, 9:00 am coffee, 9:30 am program

Property Tax Update
 Speakers Chris Jones and Greg Brown

16 Monday, 10:00 am, International Relations Committee, Azalea

Trace, “Climate Change and Global Warming” Gloria Dawson

leader.  Contact Gene Feicht, 479-3352

21 Saturday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm Earth Day, Bayview Community

Center

May

1 Tuesday, 5:30 pm Board Meeting Tryon Branch Library, 9  Ave.th

Members welcome.

3 Thursday, 4:30 pm Education Committee, Azalea Trace, contact

Barbara Goggins, 478-2953

19 Saturday, 9:00 am coffee, 9:30 program General Meeting, Landfill

Facts, Wilma Subra, a chemist by trade and environmental

crusader by reputation.

John Peacock answers questions

presented from audience by Co-

President, Sharon Barnett. 

Jerry M aygarder receives League coffee

mug from Co-President, Sharon

Barnett.
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 Another Successful 
Legislative Seminar Reported

D
eborah Nelson, Cherie Isakson, Elizabeth

Campbell, Betty Enfinger and Susan Metzger

represented LWVPBA at Legislative Seminar

last month in Tallahassee.  The attendees were reminded

of the key role that lobbying plays in the legislative

process.  LWVF President Dianne Wheatley-Giliotti

emphasized that the League remains committed to the

democratic process, represented by activities like

lobbying, despite calls that alternative forms of

negotiation may be more effective.

Speaking at a Seminar dinner, Lt. Gov. Jeff Kottkamp

praised the League’s voter advocacy activities. He

predicted a bipartisan spirit in coming legislative sessions,

with newly elected Governor Charlie Crist at the helm.

League delegates met with Representatives Dave

Murzin and Clay Ford, members of our local legislative

delegation. Ford noted that he doesn’t generally support

the concept of citizens’ initiative process, as it is the role

of legislators in a representative government to carry out

lawmaking as designated by voters.

League members found time to attend a Senate

Criminal Justice Committee hearing, where members

discussed whether criminal standards for certain statutory

rape cases should be refined.

Craig Waters, Director of the Florida Supreme Court

Public Affairs Office, discussed the priorities of Chief

Justice R. Fred Lewis during the Seminar.  Among the

concerns are:

G treatment by law enforcement of mentally ill people;

At present there is no solution to this problem and the

only option available in most of Florida is

incarceration rather than treatment.

G upgrade the status of the Public Defender system;

Rather than continuing the uneven practice of

allowing each county to provide Public Defenders for

indigent litigants, the Supreme Court has mandated a

“minimum level” of service in each county.  Justice

Lewis has fostered the concept of “Conflict Courts” in

which a public defender would be assigned to each party

in a case.

G creation of “Specialty Courts”; 

Recently, “Specialty Courts”, such as Health Courts,

Drug Courts and Business Courts have been established

under the umbrella of the Circuit Courts and are proving

to be very successful.  They save money as they can

manage and control people, thus avoiding incarceration.

Florida’s Drug Courts are serving as a model for other

states, utilizing a “tough love” approach as well as

escalating penalties.

G civic education; 

A program called “Justice Teaching” has been

established, and 3000 judges and attorneys have

volunteered to present civic education in public schools.

Go to www.justiceteaching.com for details.

G “super-Sealing” of court records; 

The practice of sealing court records for private reasons

is not appropriate.  These are often cases involving

prominent residents.  Justice Lewis maintains that a

public record should not be removed from public view.

The experience offered a unique educational opportunity

for first-time attendees to glimpse Florida’s legislative

process in action.

 

Tax.. (continued from page 1)

G Equip local governments with the revenue tools to

address community-based needs

G Support allowing local governments to enact a 1 cent

sales tax by referendum

G Oppose super-majority requirement for referendums

adding new taxes and fees to state constitution

G Oppose limitations on how state and local governments

can tax

G Oppose limit on local property assessment increases to

3 percent per year

Gail Fournier Award

T
he Perdido Key Association presented the First

Annual Gail Fournier Award to Amy Sowder,

whose articles in the Pensacola News Journal

focused attention on public access to Perdido beaches.  The

late   Gail Fournier is remembered for her involvement with

Growth Management issues in Escambia County. 

Seated (from left) Betty Enfinger, Deborah Nelson, Elizabeth Campbell with

Susan Metzger and Cherie Isakson at the Legislative Seminar in Tallahassee.

http://www.justiceteaching.com
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LWVUS Immigration Study

The Immigration Study, adopted in 2006, is to include the

underlying values and principles regarding immigration,

reasons for immigration, current federal immigration

policy, and the impact of immigration.

EFFECTS OF GLOBAL
INTERDEPENDENCE ON MIGRATION

By Dorrit Marks

A
ccording to a National Intelligence Estimate,

globalization is stimulating migration, and this

growing movement of people has implications for

the United States. Expanding international trade, finance,

investment and information flows tend to accentuate

economic insecurity and migration pressures. The Mexican

peso crisis of 1995, for example, contributed to a surge in

illegal immigration to the United States.

Migration pressures on the United States and within the

Americas region is expected to continue to rise in the next

decade.  Despite strong economic prospects in Mexico, the

report finds that disparities in living standards, the increased

demand for labor in the U.S., and immigration rules

regarding family ties, will continue to sustain Mexico as the

single largest source of authorized and unauthorized

immigration to the United States. Central America will

remain the second-largest source of unauthorized immigrants,

and a change in the government of Cuba, or deterioration of

the political, human rights or

economic situation in Haiti,

could lead again to mass

emigration to the U.S. from

these countries. (1)

Immigration Demographics

Immigrants are generally young and mobile. They go

where there is work. Tamar Jacoby says immigrants create a

just-in-time delivery of workers to places where they are

most needed. Immigrants communicate with their

compatriots still at home, letting them know that the job

market is flat in one area and booming in another.(2) Refugee

resettlement in the U.S. reflects a new trend of resettlement in

smaller cities such as Utica, NY, or mid-sized metropolitan

areas such as Des Moines, IA, or Spokane, WA. Previously,

popular urban locations included major cities such as New

York City with its large foreign-born population.(3)

Remittances

The flow of remittances (the transfer of money by

foreign workers to their families and communities in their

home countries) from the United States has reached record

amounts and represents a major source of income for millions

of individuals and communities. Latin American households

receive $60 billion annually from remittances worldwide. This is

more than these countries receive in aid from the United States

and from institutions such as the World Bank, according to an

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) study.

California topped all states with $13.2 billion in remittances,

followed by Texas, New York, Florida, Illinois, New Jersey and

Georgia—all states with large Hispanic populations. However, the

greatest percentage increases in remittances are found in other

states, including Iowa and Arkansas. None of the 13 states

registering more than 100 percent growth rates in remittances in

2006 were among the “big” seven.(4)

The money foreign-born workers send home is mainly used

to cover basic necessities. In Oaxaca, Mexico, only about 8

percent of remittances were spent on business start-ups or

investments. The rest went to daily and household expenses.

Besides helping the families back home, there is evidence that

remittances also have a positive impact on the development and

welfare of countries receiving the funds. Remitted funds help

offset the negative effects of trade deficits, where imports exceed

exports. Remittances also help finance and improve access to

education and health care for families in the home countries of

immigrants.

Remittances are used for investment and to alleviate poverty.

A larger share of the remittance money is being used for

investment purposes in some developing countries such as

Guatemala. In urban Mexico, remittances from the U.S. were the

source of almost one-fifth of capital invested in

micro-enterprises.(5)  According to IDB estimates, Mexico will

receive remittances totaling more than $24 billion in 2006.6

Remittances represent the second largest source of foreign

earnings for the country, after receipts from oil exports.(7)

In addition to these indications that remittances enhance

growth and reduce poverty, there are

negative consequences, particularly the

dependence remittances create by

permitting family members to reduce their

work effort, that some studies point out.(8)

Unintended Effect of U.S. Policies

U.S. policies have inadvertently increased unauthorized

immigration. For example, U.S. farm subsidies, an important part

of U.S. agriculture policy, have resulted in unexpected

consequences.

In the U.S., corn, cotton, wheat, rice and soy beans receive

billions of dollars in government subsidies. Such subsidies allow

U.S. farmers to sell corn,

for instance, at prices

below cost. Corn is the

centerpiece of the Mexican

diet, and, according to

Oxfam, the Mexican corn

sector is in acute crisis

because of subsidized

low-cost corn imports from

the U.S. Millions of Mexicans, unable to make a living in Mexico,

are emigrating to escape rural poverty.(9)

NAFTA tariff reductions have opened the Mexican market to

Immigrants are generally young and

mobile. They go where there is work. 
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corn imports from the U.S. and Canada, and local Mexican

farmers are unable to compete. American corn prices in

Mexico are 15 to 20 percent lower than the cost to produce

corn in the U.S., displacing nearly a million farmers in the

Mexican market since NAFTA went into effect in 1994.(10)

Large Mexican corn purchasers buy U.S. corn, not only

because of the lower price of corn, but also because buyers

that contract with U.S. exporters have access to loans through

the U.S. Commodity Credit Corporation at 7 percent for 3

years as opposed to the high 25 to 30 percent interest rates

they pay to Mexican lenders.(11) The situation is only

expected to worsen in 2008, when Mexico

is required to comply with a NAFTA

deadline to totally eliminate its corn and

bean import tariffs.

On the positive side, cheaper corn

lowers the price Mexican consumers pay

for tortillas and to feed their cows. And in

the U.S., corn prices may rise because of

the role of corn in ethanol production as an

alternative fuel for automobiles.

NAFTA

Because of NAFTA, trade is now 55

percent of Mexico’s gross domestic product, compared to 30

percent in 1990. Foreign investment is up by more than 225

percent since 1994.

Despite these positive effects, there are economic

problems in Mexico. According to an article in the

Minneapolis Star Tribune, “Real wages for most Mexicans

are lower than when NAFTA took effect. And Mexican

wages are diverging from, rather than converging with, U.S.

wages, despite the fact that Mexican worker productivity has

increased dramatically.” (12)

NAFTA has caused Mexico to become an

export-dependent economy to Mexico’s detriment.

Component parts are imported, processed and assembled for

re-export without enough value-added to greatly benefit the

Mexican economy.

Mexico’s Labor Market

Many new working-age people entering the job market

in developing countries will fail to find work and some will

decide to emigrate. Mexico, for example, has a new job

creation rate of 700,000, while the number of new workers

entering the Mexican market is nearly one million

annually.(13) Mexico also has a

brain drain - nearly a third of all

Mexicans with advanced degrees

leave Mexico for the United States.

Emigration has become a substitute

for the lack of opportunities in

Mexico.

There are some positive

developments: the Mexican

government is funding the Mexican

Talent Network, a nonprofit organization to help engineers

and technology professionals find opportunities and contacts

abroad, while keeping their ties with Mexico. A Mexican

manufacturer of microscopes, a recent beneficiary, received

assistance in making contacts to help tap the U.S. pharmaceutical

market.(14) The newly-elected president of Mexico, Felipe

Calderon, plans to create an investment climate in Mexico that

will attract U.S. investment. He is focusing on improving labor

competitiveness and creating jobs in Mexico. Immigration will

not be a key issue for him in Mexico’s relations with the U.S.(15)

Robert Pastor concludes that narrowing the income gap

between Mexico, the U.S. and Canada is the only way to stop the

flow of migrants. He supports the North American Investment

Fund funded by Mexico, the U.S. and Canada, and sponsored by

Senator John Cornyn (R TX). The North

American Investment Fund would be used to

build highways, roads and broadband internet

lines in southern Mexico, thereby connecting

the south to North America. The effort would

not stop illegal immigration, but is projected

to double Mexico’s growth rate and reduce

the income gap with the United States by 20

percent in a decade. Andres Oppenheimer

believes this investment would be a more

effective way to stem unauthorized

immigration than investing in a fence.(16)

Competition for Graduate Students and High-Skilled Workers

Global competition to attract foreign graduate students to

universities is growing. In 1989, American universities awarded

twice the number of PhDs granted by Asian countries. By 2001,

the gap had closed. The U.S. is losing its dominance in attracting

the most talented students to higher education and faces more

competition for the highly skilled to fill U.S. jobs.(17)

The share of international students studying in the U.S has

fallen, while Australia, Japan, New Zealand and some European

countries have seen a large growth of international students

entering higher education programs in their countries. To combat

this decline, the U.S. may need to revisit stringent entry

provisions stemming from U.S. security concerns.

Globalization increases the demand for high-tech and other

professional workers. Developed countries will continue to

compete in order to fuel their information technology and

strategic sectors. High-tech workers and entrepreneurs will

emigrate from countries such as India, East Asia, and Russia,

provided immigration laws are sufficiently flexible to allow them

easy entry.(18) Immigration policy affecting high-skilled workers

becomes increasingly important as the competition for

high-skilled labor increases

around the world. Ease of

employment-linked permanent

residence is a factor that can

facilitate or deter immigration to

the U.S.

Foreign-Born Professionals

In the U.S., discussions about

the immigration of scientists and

engineers focus primarily on the extent to which foreign-born

professionals displace native workers. These high-tech

immigrants, however, affect more than labor supply and wages. In

These high-tech immigrants, however,

affect more than labor supply and wages. In

today's global economy, foreign-born engineers

start new businesses and generate jobs and

wealth at least as fast as their U.S. counterparts
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today's global economy, foreign-born engineers start new

businesses and generate jobs and wealth at least as fast as

their U.S. counterparts.

While the main economic ties between immigrants and

their home countries in the past were the remittances sent to

families left behind, today more and more skilled U.S.

immigrants eventually return home. Those professionals who

remain in America often become part of transnational

communities that link the United States to other economies.

The new immigrant entrepreneurs foster economic

development directly by creating new jobs and wealth, as

well as indirectly by coordinating information flows and

providing linguistic and cultural know-how that promote

trade and investment with their home countries. The

economic contributions of high-skilled immigrants enhance

trade and investment flows. Indications are that a 1 percent

increase in the number of first-generation immigrants from a

given country translates into a nearly 0.5 percent increase in

exports to that country.(19)

An effective overhaul of the U.S. immigration system

must address the global integration of labor markets.

According to Tamar Jacoby, immigrant influx is the product

of changing U.S. demographics, global development and

increasingly easy international communications.(20) U.S.

immigration policy debate is usually considered a domestic

issue, but its consequences have important implications for

other countries as well.

Illegal migration is a regional issue. Nearly 80 percent of

the unauthorized population in the United States comes from

Latin America, primarily from Mexico and Central America.

“The goal should be to shift economic integration into a

healthier pattern, moving away from the mutually reinforcing

dependencies on remittances and cheap labor to a system of

regulated labor flows and economic interdependence …

Remittances to migrant countries of origin, emigration, or

current foreign assistance programs are not likely to

sufficiently develop regional economies to have the necessary

broad-based impact to mitigate the root causes of

migration.”(21)

Conclusions

Pressures to emigrate from developing countries will

remain intense, fueled by poverty, lack of jobs, population

growth and political instability. At the same time,

globalization will increase access to information about

lifestyles and opportunities in industrialized countries.(22)

The global integration of the labor market for both highly

skilled and unskilled workers is also a continuing trend.

Immigration laws and policies should take these realities into

account, along with the effect of other laws and policies such

as farm subsidies and NAFTA.

Dorrit Marks, LWV of Miami-Dade County, FL, is a

member of the LWVUS Immigration Study

Committee
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This is the second article with background information for the
two year LWVUS study on immigration.  You will find this
very informative.  At LWVUS website (www.lwv.org) click on
For Members on blue line in the header. Then click on the
Immigration Study which is found in the light blue box on the
right column to read all seven articles.

http://www.lwv.org/
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